Section 3.5
Transportation and Traffic
3.5.1 Introduction
This section presents the transportation and traffic analysis conducted for the proposed project.
Pursuant to California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) thresholds of significance adopted by
the City Council on November 23, 2014, this evaluation considers impacts of the proposed project
with respect to all transportation modes—vehicular, transit, bicycle, and pedestrian. Traffic
safety hazards are also evaluated. The analysis that follows includes a description of the existing
conditions of the project site and surrounding area, the regulatory framework that guides the
decision-making process, the methodologies used in the analysis, thresholds for determining if
the proposed project would result in a significant impact, potential transportation and circulation
impacts, mitigation measures where necessary to reduce the severity of potentially significant
impacts, and the residual impacts after mitigation. The potential for cumulative impacts is also
discussed. The complete Traffic Impact Analysis CEQA Evaluation, prepared by the Pasadena
Department of Transportation, can be found in Appendix E of this Environmental Impact Report
(EIR).

3.5.2 Environmental Setting
The project site is located at 78 North Marengo Avenue in the City of Pasadena. The site
encompasses an entire block, bounded by North Marengo Avenue on the west, Holly Street on the
north, Garfield Avenue on the east, and Union Street on the south, as shown on Figure 2-3. The
project site is occupied by the vacant YWCA building, a small surface parking lot, the Robinson
Memorial public art installation and a landscaped area. The surface parking lot, which provides
approximately 45 parking spaces, is the only use that generates traffic at the project site.
On-street parking is provided along Holly Street and Garfield Avenue.
Surrounding land uses include the 142-room Centennial Place, which provides single room
occupancy apartments for very low-income adults, a vacant lot, and landscaping along the north
side of Holly Street; Pasadena City Hall directly east of the project site across Garfield Avenue; and
the nine-story Citibank office building located to the southeast of the project site, on the southeast
corner of Garfield Avenue and Union Street. The closest off-site parking lots are located east of the
Citibank office building on Union Street, on the southwest corner of Marengo Avenue and
Union Street, and on the northeast corner of Marengo Avenue and Ramona Street. Additional
information regarding onsite and surrounding land uses is provided in Section 2,
Project Description.

3.5.2.1 Existing Street System
The existing street system in the study area consists of a regional highway system with major
arterials, and a local street system including secondary arterials, collectors and local streets. The
Foothill Freeway/Interstate 210 (I-210) provides the primary regional access to the project site
and study area. The project site itself is fronted by Marengo Avenue, Union Street, Holly Street,
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and Garfield Avenue, and is supported by a roadway network consisting of Colorado Boulevard,
Arroyo Parkway, Los Robles Avenue, Raymond Avenue, Walnut Street, and other roads.
Information regarding the major and other arterial streets in the study area is provided below.
Marengo Avenue, which lies along the westerly border of the project site, is a north-south minor
arterial classified as a City Connector. This roadway is designated as a Class II bike lane south of
Del Mar Boulevard and as a Class III bike route between Del Mar Boulevard and Orange Grove
Boulevard. In the project vicinity, the speed limit on Marengo Avenue is 25 miles per hour (mph)
south of Walnut Street to Del Mar Boulevard.
Garfield Avenue is a north-south local roadway, classified as an Access Road, which lies along
the easterly border of the project site. The northwest and southwest corners of the intersection of
Garfield Avenue and Holly Street are configured with cut-outs to create a large plaza-like area in
front of City Halle. The speed limit along Garfield Avenue is 25 mph.
Union Street is a one-way collector roadway that runs in the westbound direction along the
southerly boundary of the project site. With a street classification of City Connector, Union Street
is also classified as a multimodal corridor in the 2004 Mobility Element between Fair Oaks
Avenue and Hill Avenue. The speed limit is 25 mph west of Garfield Avenue and 30 mph east of
Garfield Avenue.
Holly Street is an east-west local roadway located between Leonard J. Pieroni Street and
Garfield Avenue, which lies adjacent to the northerly boundary of the project site. This street has
a street classification of Access Road. The speed limit along Holly Street is 25 mph.
Ramona Street is an east-west local roadway and Access Road located between Marengo Avenue
and Garfield Avenue one block north of the proposed project site. The speed limit is 25 mph.
Thurgood Marshall Drive is an east-west local roadway and Access Road located between
Garfield Avenue and Euclid Avenue one block north of the proposed project site. The speed limit
is 25 mph.
Walnut Street is an east-west minor arterial roadway two blocks north of the project site. With a
street classification of City Connector, Walnut Street is also classified as a multimodal corridor
and truck route in the 2004 Mobility Element. Two through lanes run in each direction and
exclusive left-turn pockets are provided. The City of Pasadena’s adopted street classification for
this roadway is a City Connector. The posted speed limit is 30 mph.
Colorado Boulevard is a primary arterial roadway located one block south of the project site
that provides local and regional circulation in the vicinity of the project. With a street
classification of City Connector, within the City limits, Colorado Boulevard is classified as a
Principal Mobility/Multimodal Corridor in the 2004 Mobility Element. The speed limit varies
from 25 mph in the business district to 30 to 35 mph outside the business district.
Green Street is a one-way collector roadway that runs in the eastbound direction two blocks
south of the project site. With a street classification of City Connector, it is also classified as a
multimodal corridor between Fair Oaks Avenue and Hill Avenue. The speed limit is 30 mph.
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Arroyo Parkway is a primary arterial roadway located one block west of the project site that
provides local and regional circulation in the vicinity of the project. It is classified as a multimodal
corridor in the 2004 Mobility Element within the City limits. The City of Pasadena’s adopted
street classification for this roadway is an Access Road between Holly Street and Colorado
Boulevard; south of Colorado, Arroyo Parkway is a City Connector. The speed limit is 25 mph
north of Colorado Boulevard and 35 mph south of Colorado Boulevard.
Raymond Avenue is classified as a Neighborhood Collector roadway that runs in the east-west
direction two blocks west of the project site. The speed limit is 25 mph near the project vicinity.
Euclid Avenue is a north-south local roadway that is classified as an Access Road. Euclid Avenue
is one block east of the project site and has a speed limit of 25 mph.
Los Robles Avenue is a primary arterial roadway located two blocks west of the project site that
provides local and regional circulation in the vicinity of the project. It is classified as a Multimodal
Corridor in the 2004 Mobility Element north of Del Mar Boulevard. The City of Pasadena’s
adopted street classification for this roadway is a City Connector. This roadway traverses in a
north-south direction, and offers two lanes in each direction south of Villa Street. Near the project
vicinity, a speed limit of 30 miles per hour is posted on this roadway. This roadway is designated
as a Class III enhanced bike route facility which includes four-inch white roadway edge lines and
“Share the Road” signs.

3.5.2.2 Existing Vehicular Performance Metrics
As described in Section 3.5.3, the City’s TIA guidelines address two vehicular performance
metrics: vehicle miles traveled (VMT) per capita and vehicle trips (VT) per capita. Based on
detailed modeling of existing conditions, the existing citywide VMT per Capita is 22.6 and the
existing citywide VT per Capita is 2.8.

3.5.2.3 Existing Alternative Travel Modes
Bikeways
The City’s Draft Bicycle Transportation Plan identifies three hierarchy levels for bicycle facilities,
as shown in Table 3.5-1.
Table 3.5-1 Bicycle Facilities Hierarchy
Level

Description

Facilities Included

1

Advanced Facilities

Bike Paths
Multipurpose Paths
Cycle Tracks/Protected Bicycle Lanes

2

Dedicated Facilities

Buffered Bike Lanes
Bike Lanes
Bike Boulevards

3

Basic Facilities

Bike Routes
Enhanced Bike Routes
Emphasized Bikeways

Source: City of Pasadena Department of Transportation 2015a.
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Land uses within one-quarter of a mile of bicycle facilities of the levels identified in Table 3.5-1
are identified in Figure 3.5-1. As shown in the figure, the proposed project site is located within
one-quarter of a mile of Level 3 bicycle facilities.
As of 2014, the City of Pasadena had approximately 82 miles of bike facilities, including 21 miles
of bike lanes (Class 2 facilities striped for one-way bike travel on a street or highway) and 61
miles of bike routes (a travel-way for bicycles through a community denoted by signs only), of
which 34 miles consisted of enhanced bike lanes (bike routes with a 4-inch white edgeline and
signage). Bicycle facilities in close proximity to the project site include the following:
Levels 1 and 2 facilities on Marengo Avenue;
Level 2 facility on Corson Street; and
Level 3 facility on Los Robles Avenue.
Multimodal transportation is encouraged through bicycle racks on Los Angeles County
Metropolitan Transportation Authority (Metro), Pasadena Area Rapid Transit System (ARTS), and
City of Los Angeles Department of Transportation (LADOT) buses, and at each Gold Line station in
the City. In addition, bicycles are permitted to be brought onto Metro Gold Line trains.
Under existing conditions, 31.7 percent of the City’s service population (which includes
population plus jobs) is located within one-quarter of a mile of levels 1 and 2 bicycle facilities.

Transit
The City identifies three hierarchy levels for transit facilities, as shown in Table 3.5-2.
Table 3.5-2 Transit Facilities Hierarchy
Level

Facilities Included

1

Includes all Gold Line stops as well as corridors with transit service, whether it be a single
route or multiple routes combined, with headways of 5 minutes or less during peak periods.

2

Includes corridors with transit headways of between 6 and 15 minutes in peak periods.

3

Includes corridors with transit headways of 16 minutes or more at peak periods.

Source: City of Pasadena Department of Transportation 2015a.

Four different transportation agencies currently serve the project area: Metro, ARTS,
Foothill Transit, and LADOT. Land uses within one-quarter of a mile of transit facilities operated
by these agencies are identified in Figure 3.5-2. As shown in the figure, the proposed project site
is located within one-quarter of a mile of Level 1 transit facilities. Specific information about
these transit services is provided below.
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Metro operates both transit service and bus service in the project vicinity (Metro 2014). The
Metro Gold Line runs along the I-210 freeway, turning southwest in the vicinity of Marengo
Avenue. The Gold Line Memorial Park station is approximately 1,000 feet (walking distance)
northwest of the project site. There are five Metro local or shuttle bus lines in the project vicinity
(177, 180/181, 256, 267, and 686/687), and one Metro rapid bus line (780). Route 180/181
connects to the Red Line at Hollywood/Vine, and Route 780 connects to the Red Line in
Hollywood. Five ARTS bus lines operate in the project area, including Route 40, which runs along
Marengo Avenue in the project vicinity; Route 10, which runs along Colorado Boulevard south of
the project site; and Routes 20 and 51/52, which run along Raymond Avenue in the project area
(Pasadena Area Rapid Transit System 2013). Two Foothill Transit buses operate in the project
area, including Route 690, which runs along Union Street in the vicinity of the project site, and
Route 187, which runs along Colorado Boulevard (Foothill Transit 2014). LADOT’s Commuter
Express Route 549 also runs in the project area along Walnut Street (City of Los Angeles
Department of Transportation 2015). The locations of public transit stops along these routes in
the project area are identified in Table 3.5-3.
Table 3.5-3 Public Transit Stops in Project Vicinity
Route
Metro Gold Line
Metro 177, 180/181, 256, 780
ARTS 10, 20, 40, 51, 52

Transit Stop Location
Memorial Park Station on Holly Street and Arroyo Parkway
Northwest and southeast corners of Raymond Avenue at
Colorado Boulevard intersection

Metro 177
Southeast corner of Raymond Avenue at Union Street
ARTS 20, 51, 52
intersection (northbound on Raymond)
Foothill Transit 187
Metro 177
Northwest corner of Raymond Avenue at Holly Street
ARTS 20, 40, 51, 51S, 52
intersection (southbound on Raymond)
Metro 177
Northeast corner of Raymond Avenue at Holly Street
ARTS 20, 40, 51, 51S, 52
intersection
Foothill Transit 187
Metro 177/267
Northwest and northeast corners of Raymond Avenue at
ARTS 20, 40, 51, 51S, 52
Walnut Street intersection
Foothill Transit 187
LADOT Commuter Express 549
Metro 177/256
Southwest corner of Arroyo Parkway at Green Street
ARTS 40
intersection
Foothill Transit 187
Metro 177, 180/181, 686/687,
Northwest and southeast corners of Arroyo Parkway at
780, 256
Colorado Boulevard intersection
ARTS 10
Foothill Transit 187
Metro 180/181, 256, 686/687,
Northwest and southeast corners of Marengo Avenue at
780
Colorado Boulevard intersection
ARTS 10, 40
Foothill Transit 187
Source: City of Pasadena Department of Transportation 2015.
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Under existing conditions, 66.6 percent of the City’s service population is located within
one-quarter of a mile of transit facilities.

Pedestrian
The pedestrian circulation system in the City of Pasadena includes a connected network of
sidewalks, crosswalks, signal technology, and mid-block traffic controls available to serve
pedestrians. Sidewalks front all the streets adjacent to the project site. Sidewalk widths in the
Central District, in which the project site is located, are set at a minimum of 10 to 15 feet. The
sidewalks along Holly Street and Garfield Avenue meet these enhanced sidewalk width standards
and, in addition, include street trees, distinctive street lamps, street furniture, and decorative
brick work.
The City of Pasadena defines pedestrian accessibility through a citywide Pedestrian Accessibility
Score, which is defined in Section 3.5.4 below. Currently, the City’s Pedestrian Accessibility Score
is 3.88.

3.5.3 Regulatory Framework
3.5.3.1 State
Senate Bill 743
The passage of Senate Bill (SB) 743 in 2013 ushered in a new era for the evaluation of traffic
impacts under CEQA. The bill directs the Office of Planning and Research (OPR) to amend the
CEQA Guidelines to replace existing approaches for studying transportation impacts under CEQA.
These previously existing approaches focused on auto delay and congestion, which are typically
measured using level of service. These metrics will no longer be considered an environmental
impact under CEQA upon certification of revised State CEQA Guidelines. Rather, SB 743 requires
OPR to establish criteria for determining the significance of transportation impacts that promote
the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions, the development of multimodal transportation
networks, and a diversity of land uses. In response, OPR published a document titled Updating
Transportation Impacts Analysis in the CEQA Guidelines: Preliminary Discussion Draft of Updates
to the CEQA Guidelines Implementing Senate Bill 743 (OPR 2014). These preliminary updates
identify VMT as the primary metric for evaluating transportation impacts. OPR published a
revised proposal concerning the updates to the CEQA Guidelines in January 2016 (OPR 2016).
The revised proposal continue to identify VMT as the primary metric for evaluating
transportation impacts.
SB 743 preserves local government authority to make planning decisions. Therefore, level of
service and congestion can still be measured for planning purposes; however, studies based on
these metrics will no longer be required as part of the CEQA process.

Los Angeles County Congestion Management Program
The Congestion Management Program (CMP) is a state-mandated program that was enacted by
the California Legislature to address the impact of local growth on the regional transportation
system (Metro 2010). Within Los Angeles County, Metro is responsible for planning and
managing vehicular congestion and coordinating regional transportation policies. The 2010 CMP
for Los Angeles County adopted by Metro requires a traffic impact assessment be prepared to
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determine the potential impacts on designated monitoring locations on the CMP system.
Specifically, the CMP Guidelines require the evaluation of all arterial monitoring intersections
where a project would add 50 or more trips during the morning or evening weekday peak hours,
and all freeway segments where a project could add 150 or more trips, in either direction, during
the morning or evening weekday peak hours. If, based on these criteria, no CMP facilities are
identified for study, no further highway or freeway system analysis need be conducted.

3.5.3.2 Local
City of Pasadena
General Plan Mobility Element
The General Plan Mobility Element for the City is based on a vision for implementing one of the
City’s eight Guiding Principles: “Pasadena will be a city where people can circulate without cars”
(City of Pasadena Department of Transportation 2015b). The Mobility Element addresses all
modes of travel such as walking, bicycling, transit, driving, and provides a guide for the
continuing development of the transportation system to support planned growth. The City
recently updated the Mobility Element. The updated Mobility Element includes new goals and
objectives, which address complete streets, a bicycle transportation plan, and a short-range
transit plan.

Pasadena Transportation Impact Analysis Guidelines
In response to SB 743, the City of Pasadena adopted the Transportation Impact Analysis Current
Practice and Guidelines (hereafter referred to as the TIA Guidelines; City of Pasadena Department
of Transportation 2015a). The TIA Guidelines promote an “integrated and multimodal
transportation system that provides choices and accessibility for everyone living and working in
the City” through public transit services, parking strategies, bicycle facilities, and pedestrian
components that are connected with the larger transportation system. The TIA Guidelines
identify projects that may have transportation impacts and provide instructions for preparing
transportation impact analyses for these projects. The TIA Guidelines differentiate between
analyses to be conducted pursuant to CEQA and analyses to be evaluated outside the CEQA
process. For the CEQA component, the TIA Guidelines identify performance measures that are
closely aligned with the Mobility Element objectives and policies. These mobility performance
measures assess the quality of vehicular travel, transit, biking, and walking in the City.
Specifically, these performance measures serve as the City’s locally adopted CEQA thresholds of
significance for transportation, and address the following metrics: VMT per capita; VT per capita;
proximity and quality of the bicycle network, defined as the percent of the service population
(which includes population plus jobs) within one-quarter mile of bicycle facilities; proximity and
quality of the transit network, defined as the percent of the service population within one-quarter
mile of transit facilities; and pedestrian accessibility, which uses the mix of destinations and a
network-based “walk shed” to evaluate walkability. These performance measures align with the
sustainability goals of the General Plan by evaluating the efficiency of proposed projects by
analyzing per capita length and number of trips associated with changes in land use. With an
expanded emphasis on sustainability and a continued focus on livability, the proposed
performance measures will assist in determining how to balance travel modes as well as
understand the mobility needs of the community.
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Pasadena Municipal Code
Section 10.64.020 of the Pasadena Municipal Code requires that certain development projects
incorporate a Transportation Demand Management (TDM) program, including non-residential
projects which exceed 75,000 square feet. The purpose of this chapter of the code is to implement
the requirements of Metro’s CMP, in accordance with California Government Code Sections 65089
and 65089.3 and with the provisions of Metro’s model trip reduction ordinance (TRO), and to be
a leader in environmental compliance and sustainability efforts. TDM Program Plans must be
approved by the Director of Transportation prior to the issuance of a building permit, and are
required to be reviewed and approved annually thereafter. TDM Program Plans must include the
following:
Project description;
Site conditions that affect commute travel;
TDM Program Plan measures;
Evaluation criteria for reviewing TDM Program Plans; and
Duties, responsibilities, and qualifications of a certified Employee Transportation
Coordinator.
The TDM Program Plan also includes average vehicle ridership (AVR) requirements during
weekday morning commute periods for non-residential development projects, consisting of an
AVR of 1.5 for all projects and an AVR of 1.75 for all projects located within a Transit Oriented
Development as defined by Title 17, Article 8 of the Municipal Code. Property owners are
required to provide a statement of commitment to the TDM program, including annual reporting.

Transit-Oriented Development
Section 17.50.340 of the Pasadena Municipal Code includes standards for new development
projects located within one-quarter mile of a light-rail station platform or within the Central
District Transit-Oriented Area. Among other things, these standards require a Minor Conditional
Use Permit for any proposed commercial or industrial development project with over
15,000 square feet of gross floor, based on the following findings:
The project consists of a use, or mix of uses, that encourages transit and is oriented toward
the transit user.
The project is designed to enhance pedestrian access and/or other non-motor vehicle
modes of transportation to public transit.
The project encourages pedestrian activity and/or other non-motor vehicle modes of
transportation and reduces dependency on motor vehicles.

3.5.4 Methodology
The roadway system in the City of Pasadena is under the jurisdiction of the City’s Department of
Transportation (DOT). Jurisdiction related to freeway facilities located within the City lies with
the California Department of Transportation (Caltrans). The analysis of impacts to local roadways
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was performed by the City’s DOT in accordance with the City’s Transportation Impact Analysis
(TIA) Guidelines. The analysis of impacts to freeway facilities was performed by Raju Associates,
Inc. and concurred to by City’s DOT. The methodologies for the both the City analysis and the
freeway analysis are described below.

3.5.4.1 City of Pasadena Analysis
Pursuant to the TIA Guidelines, the proposed project was evaluated by Pasadena DOT to
determine the project’s transportation impact to the community using the City’s adopted
transportation performance measures. Specifically, as noted above, these performance measures
address vehicular travel, transit, biking, and pedestrian access. The methodologies used in these
assessments are outlined below.

Overview
The City’s calibrated travel demand forecasting model (TDF), which was built on the
Southern California Area Government’s (SCAG) regional model, was used to analyze project
impacts. The City’s TDF model uses TransCAD software to simulate traffic levels and travel
patterns within the City. The program consists of input files that summarize the City’s land uses,
street network, travel characteristics, and other key factors. Using these data, the model performs
a series of calculations to determine the number of trips generated, the beginning and ending
location of each trip, and the route taken by the trip. To be deemed accurate for the purpose of
projecting a project’s impact on the transportation system, a model must be calibrated to a year in
which actual land use data and traffic volumes are available and well documented. The Pasadena
TDF has been calibrated to 2013 base year conditions using actual traffic counts, Census data, and
land use data compiled by City staff to determine population and job increase estimates
associated with various land uses.
Projects that propose land uses that are consistent with the General Plan and complementary to
surrounding uses are expected to reduce trip lengths associated with adjacent land uses.
Additionally, projects that increase the access of the City’s service population to transit and/or
bicycle facilities by being located within one-quarter of a mile of those facilities, or that increase
pedestrian accessibility, are also expected to result in a reduction of VMT and VT.
The analyses presented in this section reflect the impacts of the proposed project on the City’s
transportation system using the calibrated TDF model. The results are based on the project’s
vehicular and non-vehicular trip making characteristics and trip length, as well as its interaction
with other surrounding/citywide land uses and the City’s transportation network.

VMT Per Capita
The VMT per Capita measure sums the miles traveled for all trips within the City’s TDF model.
The calculation of total VMT considers 100 percent of the mileage of trips that begin and end
inside the City and 50 percent of the distance travelled for trips with one end outside of the City.
The incremental change in VMT per Capita that would occur with implementation of the
proposed project is determined by dividing the change in citywide VMT (i.e., citywide VMT with
and without the proposed project) by the change in the citywide service population
(i.e., citywide service population with and without the proposed project) using the City’s TDF
model. The citywide service population is defined as the population plus the number of jobs
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within the city. The project’s incremental contribution to citywide VMT per Capita is then
compared to the City’s adopted CEQA threshold to determine the significance of the impact.

VT Per Capita
Vehicle Trips (VT) per Capita is a measure of motor vehicle trips associated with the City. The
measure sums the trips with origins and destination within the City, as generated by the 2013
trip-based citywide TDF model. The regional VT is calculated by adding the VT associated with
trips generated and attracted within City boundaries, and 50 percent of the VT associated with
trips that either begin or end in the City, but have one trip end outside of the City. The
incremental change in VT per Capita that would occur with implementation of the proposed
project is determined by dividing the change in citywide VT (i.e., citywide VT with and without
the proposed project) by the change in the citywide service population (i.e., citywide service
population with and without the proposed project) using the City’s TDF model. The project’s
incremental contribution to citywide VT per Capita is then compared to the City’s adopted CEQA
threshold to determine the significance of the impact.

Proximity and Quality of Bicycle Network
The Proximity and Quality of the Bicycle Network metric provides a measure of the percent of the
City’s service population located within one-quarter of a mile of the levels 1 and 2 bicycle facility
types shown in Table 3.5-1. For each bike facility level, a quarter-mile network distance buffer is
identified and the total service population within the buffer is determined.

Proximity and Quality of Transit Network
The Proximity and Quality of the Transit Network metric provides a measure of the percent of the
City’s service population located within one-quarter of a mile of levels 1 and 2 transit facility
types defined in Table 3.5-2. For each facility level, a quarter-mile network distance buffer is
identified and the total service population within the buffer is determined.

Pedestrian Accessibility
Proximity and Quality of the Pedestrian Environment metric provides a measure of the average
walkability in the traffic analysis zone (TAZ) surrounding Pasadena residents, based on a
Pedestrian Accessibility Score. The Pedestrian Accessibility Score is a simple count of the number
of land use types accessible to a Pasadena resident or employee in a given TAZ within a five
minute walk. The ten categories of land uses are:
Retail;
Personal Services;
Restaurant;
Entertainment;
Office (including private sector and government offices);
Medical (including medical office and hospital uses);
Culture (including churches, religious and other cultural uses);
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Park and Open Space;
School (including elementary and high schools); and
College.

Cumulative Impacts
Cumulative transportation impacts within the City were recently evaluated in the
Pasadena General Plan Draft EIR (City of Pasadena 2015). As the proposed project is consistent
with the site’s proposed General Plan designation in the updated Land Use Element, the analysis
of transportation impacts in the General Plan Draft EIR is representative of cumulative impacts
associated with the proposed project.

3.5.4.2 CMP Analysis
As noted in Section 3.5.3, the CMP guidelines require the evaluation of CMP arterial monitoring
intersections and freeway segments as follows:
All CMP arterial monitoring intersections must be analyzed where the proposed project
would add 50 or more trips during either the AM or PM weekday peak hours of adjacent
street traffic.
All CMP mainline freeway monitoring locations must be analyzed where the proposed
project would add 150 or more trips, in either direction, during the AM or PM weekday
peak hours.
If, based on these criteria, no CMP facilities are identified for study, no further highway or
freeway system analysis need be conducted.

3.5.5 Thresholds of Significance
Based on Appendix G of the State CEQA Guidelines and the City’s TIA Guidelines the proposed
project would have a significant impact if any of the following would occur:
Conflict with an applicable plan, ordinance or policy establishing measures of effectiveness
for the performance of the circulation system, taking into account all modes of
transportation including mass transit and non-motorized travel and relevant components
of the circulation system, including but not limited to intersections, streets, highways and
freeways, pedestrian and bicycle paths, and mass transit.
For purposes of the City’s analysis, significant impacts area measured in accordance with
the following performance measures:
•

The project’s incremental contribution to existing citywide VMT per Capita is greater
than 22.6;

•

The project’s incremental contribution to existing citywide VT per Capita is greater
than 2.8;
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•

A decrease in the percentage of the City’s existing service population located within
one-quarter of a mile of levels 1 and 2 bicycle facilities, which is currently 31.7 percent;

•

A decrease in the percentage of the City’s existing service population located within
one-quarter of a mile of levels 1 and 2 of transit facilities, which is currently
66.6 percent;

•

A decrease in the citywide Pedestrian Accessibility Score, which is currently 3.88.

Conflict with adopted policies, plans, or programs regarding public transit, bicycle, or
pedestrian facilities, or otherwise decrease the performance or safety of such facilities.
Conflict with an applicable congestion management program, including, but not limited to
level of service standards and travel demand measures, or other standards established by
the county congestion management agency for designated roads or highways.
Substantially increase hazards due to a design feature or incompatible uses.
As discussed in the Initial Study prepared for the proposed project, implementation of the
proposed project would not affect air traffic patterns or emergency access. Therefore, these
thresholds are not evaluated within this section. See the Initial Study in Appendix A of this EIR for
more information about these topics.

3.5.6 Project Impacts
As noted in Section 3.5.1, Pasadena DOT conducted a traffic impact analysis pursuant to CEQA to
evaluate the impacts of the proposed project with respect to the City’s TIA Guidelines.

Impact TRAFFIC-1. Would the project conflict with an applicable plan, ordinance or
policy establishing measures of effectiveness for the performance of the circulation
system, taking into account all modes of transportation including mass transit and
non-motorized travel and relevant components of the circulation system, including
but not limited to intersections, streets, highways and freeways, pedestrian and
bicycle paths, and mass transit?
The proposed project would result in the rehabilitation and adaptive reuse of the existing
40,570-square-foot YWCA building located at 78 N. Marengo Avenue and the addition of an
approximately 87,342-square-foot, three-to-six-story building separate and adjacent to the
existing YWCA building on the project site, which together would become a Kimpton Hotel. The
proposed project would result in the development of an approximately 127,912-square-foot,
approximately 179-room hotel with approximately 11,166 square feet of meeting facilities,
ballroom space, hospitality parlors, and restaurant.
Parking for the new hotel would be valet-only, with vehicles then taken to and from off-site
locations provided at existing parking lots and structures in the nearby area. Currently,
three parking garage locations are under consideration for this purpose:
AT&T garage located at 177 East Colorado Boulevard;
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Holly Street garage located at 150 East Holly Street; and
Ramona Garage located at 240 Ramona Avenue.
In addition, a turnout is proposed along Marengo Avenue for guest drop-off, valet parking, and
access to the main pedestrian entrance of the hotel and restaurant. A curb-cut would be required
along Marengo Avenue for valet parking and a second curb cut would be required on Union Street
as a service entrance, which would be set back approximately 150 feet east from the intersection
of Marengo Avenue and Union Street. A secondary pedestrian entrance/exit for the hotel and
meeting functions would be located on Holly Street with a north-south-oriented walkway
proposed to traverse existing lawn and landscaping. Similarly, a third pedestrian entrance/exit
for the hotel would be on Union Street between the existing YWCA building and the proposed
new addition to the east.
The Pasadena DOT conducted an analysis of transportation impacts based on the measures of
effectiveness identified within the City’s TIA guidelines and calculated using the City’s calibrated
TDF model. The model takes into account the project’s vehicular and non-vehicular trip making
characteristics, trip length, and interaction with surrounding and citywide land uses and the
City’s transportation network. The results of the analysis are provided in Appendix E and are
summarized below.

VMT Per Capita
The TDF model calculation results show an existing plus project incremental change of 6.0 VMT
per capita. The project’s incremental change in VMT per capita is determined by dividing the
change in citywide VMT with and without the project by the change in citywide service
population with and without the project. The project incremental change of 6.0 VMT per capita is
less than the threshold of 22.6 and the impact is less than significant.

VT Per Capita
The TDF model calculation results show an existing plus project incremental change of 1.0 VT per
capita. The project incremental change in VT per capita is determined by dividing the change in
citywide VT with and without the project by the change in citywide service population with and
without the project. The project incremental change of 1.0 VT per capita is less than the threshold
of 2.8 and the impact is less than significant.

Proximity and Quality of the Bicycle Network
The TDF model calculation results show that the proposed project would increase the service
population’s accessibility to bicycle facilities. Specifically, with project implementation, the
citywide service population with accessibility to bicycle facilities would be 31.9 percent, an
increase of 0.2 percent. This increase is due to the fact that the project would add jobs
(i.e., employees) in a location that is within one-quarter mile of existing levels 1 and 2 bicycle
facilities, including a bike boulevard on Marengo Avenue and a bike lane on Corson. As the project
would not decrease the citywide service population located within one-quarter mile of existing
bicycle facilities, this impact would be less than significant.
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Proximity and Quality of the Transit Network
The TDF model calculation results show that the proposed project would increase the service
population’s accessibility to transit facilities. Specifically, with project implementation, the
citywide service population with accessibility to levels 1 and 2 transit facilities would be
66.8 percent, an increase of 0.2 percent. This increase is due to the fact that the project would add
jobs (i.e., employees) in a location that is within one-quarter mile of transit facilities, including the
Metro Gold Line Memorial Park Station, which lies approximately 1,000 feet northwest of the
project site, and a number of bus lines. As the project would not decrease the existing citywide
service population located within one-quarter mile of existing bicycle facilities, this impact would
be less than significant.

Pedestrian Accessibility
The TDF model calculation results show that the proposed project would increase the pedestrian
accessibility score to 3.89, an increase of 0.01. This increase is due to the fact that the project
would introduce a hotel in an area within a five-minute walking distance of a number of
amenities that may be of interest to hotel guests and employees, including offices, in particular,
City government offices; retail, personal services, restaurants, and entertainment located
throughout the area, including the Pasadena Civic Auditorium and uses within Paseo Colorado;
parks and open space, including Pasadena Memorial Park; culture, including several nearby
churches, the main branch of the Pasadena public library, and the Pacific Asia Museum; and
schools, such as the Fuller Theological Seminary. As the proposed project would not decrease the
citywide Pedestrian Accessibility Score, this impact would be less than significant.

Mitigation Measures
No mitigation is required.

Residual Impacts
Impacts associated with the City’s transportation performance measures would be less than
significant.

Impact TRAFFIC-2. Would the project conflict with adopted policies, plans, or
programs regarding public transit, bicycle, or pedestrian facilities, or otherwise
decrease the performance or safety of such facilities?
As noted above, the City recently adopted TIA Guidelines that promote an integrated and
multimodal transportation system within the City through public transit services, parking
strategies, bicycle facilities, and pedestrian components that are connected with the larger
transportation system. The TIA Guidelines require analysis of metrics that evaluate vehicular
travel, access to bicycle and transit facilities, and pedestrian accessibility. As described in the
analysis above, the proposed project would not have any significant impacts relating to any of
these modes of travel. As a result, the proposed project would not conflict with adopted policies,
plans, or programs regarding public transit, bicycle, or pedestrian facilities. Moreover, the project
would not decrease the performance or safety of such facilities. Impacts relating to alternative
transportation modes would be less than significant.
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Mitigation Measures
No mitigation is required.

Residual Impacts
Impacts relating to alternative transportation modes would be less than significant.

Impact TRAFFIC-3. Would the project conflict with an applicable congestion
management program, including, but not limited to level of service standards and
travel demand measures, or other standards established by the county congestion
management agency for designated roads or highways?
The nearest CMP arterial monitoring intersection to the project site is at the intersection of
Arroyo Parkway at California Boulevard (CMP No. 119). Based on the incremental project trip
generation estimates and trip distribution analysis completed for the proposed project, the
project is not expected to add 50 or more new trips per hour to this CMP monitoring intersection.
No further analysis of this CMP monitoring intersection is required. Impacts to this CMP
intersection would be less than significant with implementation of the proposed project.
The nearest CMP mainline freeway monitoring locations to the project site are I-210 west of
SR-134/Interstate 710 (I-710) and SR-134 west of San Rafael Avenue. Based on the incremental
project trip generation estimates, implementation of the proposed project is not expected to add
150 or more new trips per peak hour to these locations in either direction. Therefore, no further
analysis of CMP freeway monitoring stations is required. Impacts on the nearest CMP mainline
freeway monitoring locations would be less than significant with implementation of the proposed
project.
The proposed project would not conflict with the adopted Congestion Management Program;
impacts to CMP arterial monitoring intersections and mainline freeway monitoring locations
would be less than significant.

Mitigation Measures
No mitigation is required.

Residual Impacts
Impacts relating to the Congestion Management Program would be less than significant.

Impact TRAFFIC-4. Would the project substantially increase hazards due to a
design feature or incompatible uses?
The proposed project includes a commercial loading/access zone for service vehicles along
Union Street. All ingress and egress to the project site would be required to comply with the
specifications of the Departments of Public Works and Transportation to ensure that adequate
visibility and safety distance are provided at the access points. Based on a review by DOT, it was
determined that a standard commercial loading/access zone in this location would be
incompatible with existing traffic on Union Street. A standard loading/access zone in this location
could involve service vehicles backing into, or backing out from, the loading/access zone onto a
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public street or, alternatively, stopping in the travel lane. Any of these maneuvers would create
unsafe conditions given the travel speeds on Union Street. Thus, the proposed commercial
loading has the potential to result in safety hazards associated with this project design feature.
This would be a significant impact.

Mitigation Measures
MM-TRAFFIC-1: Loading Zone Design
All loading spaces shall be designed and maintained so that the maneuvering, loading, or
unloading of vehicles does not require backing movements onto or from any public street. If the
applicant is unable to provide an on-site loading zone which does not prevent backing onto or
from a public street, or an on-street loading area is unavoidable, the applicant is limited to the
following:
If an on-street commercial loading zone is proposed, the hours of operation for the
on-street loading zone shall be limited to 2:00 AM to 5:00 AM every day of the week.
If proposed, the on-street commercial loading zone along Union Street shall provide and
maintain a lane closure throughout the hours of operation.
Prior to issuance of the first building permit, the applicant shall provide a traffic control
plan to the Department of Transportation for review and approval of the lane closure
associated with the on-street commercial loading zone. The plan shall identify measures to
direct oncoming traffic onto remaining traffic lanes that would not be blocked by loading
activity.
The above-mentioned traffic management plan shall be prepared by a registered
professional engineer in California.
All lane closures shall be implemented in accordance with the WATCH Manual, 2012
Edition.

Residual Impacts
With implementation of Mitigation Measure MM-TRAFFIC-1, safety impacts associated with the
proposed loading/access zone would be less than significant.

3.5.7 Cumulative Impacts
3.5.7.1 City’s Performance Measures
Cumulative transportation impacts within the City were recently evaluated in the
Pasadena General Plan Draft EIR (City of Pasadena 2015). As the proposed project is consistent
with the site’s General Plan designation and zoning6, the analysis of transportation impacts in the
General Plan Draft EIR is representative of cumulative impacts associated with the project.
The Pasadena General Plan Draft EIR evaluated transportation impacts within the City associated
with buildout of the General Plan in 2035. The analysis considered impacts associated with the
6

In the General Plan Update, the site is designated as Medium Mixed Use, with a corresponding FAR of 0-2.25 FAR. The
proposed project would have a FAR of 1.5, which would be consistent with the General Plan Update land use designation.
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five transportation performance measures identified in the TIA Guidelines, namely VMT per
Capita, VT per Capita, proximity and quality of the bicycle network, proximity and quality of the
transit network, and pedestrian accessibility. The analysis found that transportation impacts
associated with all five performance measures would be less than significant. The proposed
project would be consistent with land use designations associated with the project site that were
evaluated in the General Plan EIR. Therefore, project-related impacts were considered in the
cumulative analysis conducted for the Pasadena General Plan Draft EIR. Cumulative impacts
associated with all transportation modes would be less than significant.

3.5.7.2 CMP Analysis
The Pasadena General Plan Draft EIR determined that buildout of the General Plan would not
result in a significant impact at the CMP arterial monitoring intersection at Arroyo
Parkway/California Boulevard, which is the closest CMP arterial intersection to the project site.
As General Plan buildout represents cumulative conditions in 2035, cumulative impacts to this
arterial monitoring intersection would be less than significant. The Pasadena General Plan Draft
EIR identified a significant, unavoidable impact at the CMP arterial monitoring intersection at
Pasadena Avenue/California Boulevard during the AM peak hour. This intersection is located
almost a mile southwest of the project site. Project-related traffic is expected to be oriented to the
north, away from this intersection. Even at nearby intersections, project-related traffic in the
AM peak hour would only add a small number of trips to any intersection (less than seven trips in
a single direction). Therefore, the proposed project would not have a cumulatively considerable
contribution to the significant impact at the Pasadena Avenue/California Boulevard CMP arterial
monitoring intersection.
The Pasadena General Plan Draft EIR determined that buildout of the General Plan would result in
significant, unavoidable impacts to two freeway segments, including the I-210 west of
SR-134/I-710, which is over a mile and a half west of the project site, and the I-210 at
Rosemead Boulevard, which is over 4 miles east of the site. The cumulative impact to the
I-210 west of SR-134 would occur in the westbound direction in the PM peak hour; the
cumulative impact to the I-210 at Rosemead Boulevard would occur in the westbound direction
in the AM peak hour. As identified in Section 3.5.6 (Impact TRAFFIC-3), the proposed project is
not expected to add sufficient trips to the I-210 freeway segment west of SR-134/I-170 to
warrant project-specific CMP analysis. As the I-210 segment at Rosemead Boulevard is even more
distant from the project site, the proposed project is similarly not expected to add a notable
number of trips to this freeway segment. Therefore, the proposed project would not have a
cumulatively considerable contribution to the significant cumulative impacts at any CMP mainline
freeway monitoring location.

Mitigation Measures
No mitigation is required.

Residual Impacts
The project, in conjunction with past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future projects, would
not result in cumulative transportation impacts to any transportation mode. Moreover, the
project would have no contribution to significant cumulative impacts to arterial monitoring
intersections or freeway segments studied under the Congestion Management Program.
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